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Event I Educational Visit

: Mother Dairy

: Mr.T.R. Pillai

: R.D.P.S.

: Mother Dairy, Patpargang

: 29.08.17 & 30.08.17 (B:15 am to 12:30 noon)

: Students of Classes VII A-E

: Educational Visits
OBJECTIVES:

. To apprise students about the working of Mother Dairy,

. To identify various components present jn milk.

. To understand various methods adopted to purify and standardize milk.

. To create awareness about various ways of testing the quality of milk.

' To appreciate the role and efforts of such agencies in providing us with hygienic milk.
DESCRIPTION:

"Learning is experience. Everything else is just information,,,

AIbert Einstein
l- :: :3::-l s: ,.,;s _-;:. :=l J, D ),p,S ,,.,,nerern students of class VII were taken to MOTHER DAIRY
io enra.cc :lrerr k,ro'."leoge and unoersianding of various components present in milk and various methods
thai are employed to purify and homogenize milk at different stages, in order to make it clean and drink:rtlle
by the common man. The resource person from the plant escorted the students to all the places where mill< is
treated in a stepwise manner starting from the source of milk collection followed by transfer to the laboratory
and storage tanks. It was emphasized that milk was bought from neighbouring states at remunerative pricr:s
to the fa,mers and supplied to consumers at affordable prices. Further rnethods of purifying were discussr:r.i
and a documentary on the same was shown to students. It was followed by an interactive discussion sessicn.
ctudents were apprised about the different qualities of milk available in the market. They were also iold about
the content differentiation in the varieties of milk. Students showed great enthusiasm and interest in gaining
knowledge about the same and enjoyed the hands on experience in viewing the various tests that can be
crrnducted at home to check milll purity. Students especially enjoyed the knowledgeable and enriching
exchange of knowledge between themselves and the resource person at the plant. It was highly appreciated
by the students that Mother Dairy markets approximately 2.8 million liters of milk daily in the markets of
Delhi, Mumbai, Saurashtra and Hyderabad. The students also came to know that Mother Dairy Milk has a

market share of 660/o in the branded sector in Delhi where it sells 2.3 million liters of milk daily. Students
relished drinking flavored milk and eating ice-cream provided at the plant. In all it was an enriching
experience for both students & teachers and provided students foundational understanding of processing .i.rf
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milk.

Prepared by: Ms. Surjit Kaur
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